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Course Guide for June 1st, 2020 
‘Hermeneutics’ is a word that refers to the art/science of interpretation. We 
practice hermeneutics every day even if we’re not cognizant of our actions. 
Every reader brings their own worldview to reading a text so that the text 
itself doesn’t just ‘say’ this or that but is heard a particular way. As readers, 
we need to be aware of our presuppositions. Also, we need to be strategic 
and intentional readers which means determine our purposes and approach 
for reading.  
 
Today, we’ll think about our hermeneutical approach and what it means to 
read sacred texts like the Hebrew Bible in an academic/classroom setting. 
 
 
 
Important Instructions 
You earn points by completing your daily Course Guide. Each one has questions for 
you to answer. Questions will be highlighted like this. When answering a question, 
make sure your font is a different color or highlighted by a different color. If this 
doesn’t happen consistently, you’ll lose 10% of the available points.   

 



1.1, Hermeneutics 101 

 
Beim Rabbi by Carl Schleicher depicts Rabbis debating scripture. 
 
 

The Main Point  
‘Hermeneutics’ is a word that refers to the art/science of interpretation. We practice 
hermeneutics every day even if we’re not cognizant of our actions. Every reader brings 
their own worldview to reading a text so that the text itself doesn’t just ‘say’ this or 
that but is heard a particular way. As readers, we need to be aware of our 
presuppositions. Also, we need to be strategic and intentional readers which means 
determine our purposes and approach for reading.  
 
What You’ll Learn  

1. You’ll become acquainted with the meaning and importance of the concept of 
‘hermeneutics’. 

2. You’ll practice reading the Bible from the perspective of a historian, of a 
literary critic, and of philosopher/theologian. 

 
Key Vocabulary. 

- Hermeneutics: The art/science of interpretation. This word can descriptive 
(i.e., how people interpret) or prescriptive (i.e., how people should interpret) 

- Historian: A person who attempts to reconstruct what happened in the past. 
Often they’re focused on causation (how did Event A lead to Event B). While 
telling a narrative they also ground their presentation in data from the past 
(archaeology, geology, texts, etc.). Their method of research and writing is 
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known as ‘historiography’. 
- Literary Critic: A person who evaluates literature, especially narratives, to see 

how it is structures, what themes/motifs emerge, how characters are developed, 
how place/location is depicted, how symbolism and metaphor is used, and 
much more. 

- Philosopher: A person who seeks to understand the world using logic and 
reasoning but not necessarily through methods that are widely accepted (this is 
part of what differs philosophy from the scientific method which is more set in 
stone and broadly used). The Greek word philosophia literally means ‘the love 
of wisdom’ (from the word phileo meaning ‘love’ and sophia meaning 
‘wisdom’). Wisdom has to do with how to live rightly in the world so much 
philosophy deals with how to think correctly about how we live. 

- Theologian: A person who seeks to understand the world in light of the 
presupposition that a god/gods exist and that this god/these gods must be 
understood to understand the world, its purpose, its aim, etc. This word comes 
from the Greek word for God, which is theos, and the word for 
word/message/idea/concept, which is logos. Therefore, a theologian is someone 
who ponders the concept of ‘god’. 

- Worldview: The collection of presuppositions, beliefs, and values held by a 
person that helps them understand/interpret the world and its 
meaning/purpose. 

 

 

1.1.1, Reading as Historians 
In this lesson we’re practicing reading from the Bible. And we’re being intentional 
about it. We’re not reading without an agenda. In fact, we’re pre-determining our 
agenda. What do I mean by this? I mean we are asking what it is we hope to achieve 
by reading. We’re asking ‘why?’ we’re reading these texts and what we hope to 
discover in the process. 
 
Prior to reading from the Bible, let me offer you some insights into how passages 
from the Bible are organized. The Bible is divided into three key parts: 

1. Books 
2. Chapters 
3. Verses 
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So, for example, if I was to tell you that we’ll be reading from Genesis 1.1, what this 
means is: 

1. The Book is named Genesis 
2. The Chapter is Chapter 1 
3. The Verse is Verse 1 

 
In the Bible a ‘book’ means what it sounds like it means: it’s a self-contained unit with 
a beginning and an end. A ‘chapter’ is also what it sounds like it means: a larger 
division within a book. What might be new to some of you is the concept of a ‘verse’. 
In essence, a ‘verse’ is just a smaller division within a chapter. 
 
In other words, the order goes: Book-Chapter-Verse (Genesis 1.1) 
 
Sometimes you’ll see references to more than one chapter. Here are a couple of 
examples, one just referencing chapters and another referencing chapters and verses: 

1. Genesis 1-2 (just chapters) 
2. Genesis 1.1-2.4 (chapters and verses notably divided by the period [.]) 

 
Sometimes you’ll see references from a single chapter but that include multiple verses, 
like this: Genesis 1.1-27. 
 
No matter what approach you’re taking, this is how people tell other people what 
part of the Bible they’re referencing. 
 
Now, let’s shift to reading an excerpt from the Bible from the perspective of a 
Historian. Remember, Historians want to know what actually happened in the past. 
Why do Historians read the Bible? Well, they may be interested in determining 
whether a narrative from the Bible accurately describes past events. For example, did 
Moses really help free his people from slavery in Egypt as described in the Book of 
Exodus. Another area of interest has less to do with the events described in a text (so, 
less to do with whether the events of the Exodus happened) and more to do with the 
timeframe when the text was being created. In this case, a historian might not care if 
the events of the Exodus actually happened but they may be interested in what was 
happening at the time the story was being composed. In other words, why did they write 
this story when they did? 
 
Let me provide you with an example of two imaginary Historians. 
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Historian #1 may hear the old legend that George Washington, the first President of 
the United States, chopped down an apple tree and when confronted about it by his 
father admitted doing so saying ‘I cannot tell a lie.’ Historian #1 wants to know: Did 
this really happen? Did George Washington really say this? Historian #2 comes along 
and doesn’t care if Washington really said this. He wants to know why someone 
thought it was important enough to record this story, what was happening in the 
world when the story was recorded, and what the author hoped to accomplish by 
telling this story.  
 
Both of these actions are the actions of Historians but they care about different 
things and different points in the past.  
 
Now, let’s practice reading an excerpt from the Bible as a Historian might 
read it. What are some generic questions a Historian might ask? Here are 
some examples: 

- ‘Did this actually happen?’ 
- ‘When did this happen?’ 
- ‘What caused this to happen?’ 
- ‘Why was this person important?’ 
- ‘Did this person exist?’ 

 
But when we read an excerpt from the Bible, let’s be specific. We’ll practice 
using an excerpt from 2 Chronicles 1.14-17. Take a moment to read this 
passage and write five questions about this passage (please number 
your questions) from the perspective of a Historian: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you’re finished be prepared to share one of your questions for 
discussion. 

 

1.1.2, Reading as Literary Critics 
Literary Critics don’t worry about whether or not events or characters in a story are 
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based on real events/people in the past, per se. Literary Critics care about how the 
story is told. So, let’s shift to reading an excerpt from the Bible from the 
perspective of a literary critic. There are many different uses to this approach. 
For example, we might ask basic questions like these: 

- ‘Who is the main character?’ 
- ‘Who are the secondary characters?’ 
- ‘How does this character develop throughout the story?’ 
- ‘Who is the foil to the main character?’ 
- ‘Does this character symbolize/represent something?’ 
- ‘What’s the setting for this story?’ 
- ‘Does the plot include any conflict?’ 
- ‘What’s the point-of-view of the narrator?’ 

 
Literary Critics also focus on what’s known as the ‘Reader-Response’ side of 
things. In other words, how does the reader’s identity shape the exercise of 
reading. Does gender, ethnicity, race, nationality, sexual orientation, 
economic status, etc., cause one person to interpret a text differently from 
another person and if so, how? 
 
Again, when we read the Bible, let’s ask specific questions about the specific 
text we’re reading. We’ll practice using an excerpt from 2 Chronicles 1.1-6. 
Take a moment to read this passage and write five questions about this 
passage (please number your questions) from the perspective of a 
Literary Critic: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you’re finished be prepared to share one of your questions for 
discussion. 

 

1.1.3, Reading as Philosophers/Theologians 
Philosophers and Theologians read texts with an eye toward the major worldview 
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claims that a given text makes. A key difference between Philosophers and 
Theologians is that Philosophers tend to rely primarily on human reasoning/logic 
whereas Theologians will presume/accept a religious tradition’s claims regarding a 
god or gods. Let’s take the first verse of the Bible as an example: Genesis 1.1. 
 

‘In the beginning, when God created the heavens and the earth…’ 
 

A Philosopher and a Theologian both might ask questions like:  
- ‘When was the “beginning”? Is this the “Big Bang”?’ 
- ‘What does it mean to “create”?’ 
- ‘Does “creation” mean to take out of nothing (Creatio ex Nihilio) or to 

take from something that pre-exists? 
 
A Philosopher might be inclined to ask, ‘Does this god exist?’  
 
A Theologian might be inclined to ask, ‘What’s the identity/character of this 
god?’ 
 
Similar to Literary Critics, Philosophers, and sometimes Theologians, don’t 
necessarily need for the events in a narrative to be historical. Whether or not events 
happened just as the narrative presents them is second to what the narrative is trying 
to claim about the world. 
 
Let’s practice reading like a Philosopher or a Theologian. Again, when we 
read the Bible, let’s ask specific questions about the specific text we’re 
reading. We’ll practice using an excerpt from 2 Chronicles 1.7-13. Take a 
moment to read this passage and write five questions about this passage 
(please number your questions) from the perspective of a 
Philosopher or a Theologian: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you’re finished be prepared to share one of your questions for 
discussion. 
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I’ve chosen these three approaches because they’re inclusive. You might be a 
Jew, or a Christian, or a Muslim, or you might adhere to a different religion that 
doesn’t consider these texts to be sacred, or you might have no religion at all. When in 
an academic/classroom setting our goal is to read the Bible in such a way that everyone 
can participate and contribute to the discussion. This means our reading is different 
from what happens in a Synagogue, or a Church, or a Mosque, where the community 
usually shares some basic beliefs and values. In a classroom setting we must create 
those shared beliefs and values. 
 
So, we’ll read as historians, literary critics, and philosophers/theologians, depending 
on the situation. Our values are (1) to be academically minded, reading the 
Bible as we would in college, and not as we’d read it in say a Synagogue or 
Church; (2) to be open-minded, being prepared to hear the opinions of others 
and accept or reject them on logical grounds; and (3) to be critically-minded, 
challenging our own presuppositions and understandings in order to stretch 
and broaden our thinking. 
 

 
Key Points for Review: 
 

1. Hermeneutics is the art/science of interpretation. It can be descriptive, telling us how people 
interpret, or prescriptive, telling us how people ought to interpret. 

2. In a classroom (academic) setting, we read the Bible differently than it is read in a 
Synagogue, Church, or Mosque. This doesn’t mean that how it is read in a classroom is 
irrelevant to people who belong to these communities, just that our starting points and 
reading partners are different. 

3. In this class, we’ll be reading primarily from one or more of the following three perspectives: 
a Historian who cares about people and events of the past; a Literary Critic who cares about 
how a narrative is structured, how it presents things like characters, settings, and plot, and 
how it is read by different audiences; and a Philosopher and/or Theologian, who care about 
the worldview claims found in a given text. 

 
 
Quote:  
‘If people of different faith communities want to work together and have meaningful 
conversations, they need to see the biblical texts in a broader perspective than that of their 
own tradition. One way of doing this is to ask what the texts would have meant in their 
original context. This historical focus is a way of getting distance from the text and 
achieving a measure of objectivity.’ 
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- John J. Collins, What Are Biblical Values, p. 8 
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